
                                              

On the timeline below, the letters mya stand for ‘million years ago’. The space between each vertical stroke represents 100,000 years The space between each dot represents 10,000 years. The span of a dot itself is 3,333 years. 
(You may have to zoom in to see the individual dots, and yet even then, this timeline’s metazoan base lies 1000 pages to the left.) 

What keeps us from seeing Nature as corporate intelligence (It’s much easier, but very misleading, to see it as ‘superorganism’.) is the  difference in scale between our two uniquely creative paths.  Once we see this, and once we see the implications for  a human future just beyond that last little dot,  we lose our sense of entitlement aimed at  ‘controlling’ Nature, and we begin  to imagine accommodating it. 
 

The span of these last two dots covers the whole of civilization beyond hunting and gathering. The width of the last dot itself includes the time of Homer when all of human knowledge was contained in oral tradition and non-word-forming pictorial representation. Galileo began mathematizing our ideas of force and motion in the last quarter of the last quarter of the width of that dot. The industrial revolution really got under way only in the last 10th of that dot. 
 

Birds lived alongside dinosaurs, but their major radiation occurred 55-50 mya after dinosaurs went extinct. Ducks lived 

. Racoons split off from the red panda 28 mya. Like black bears they are opportunistic omnivores and don’t need to change very fast. 
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alongside dinosaurs too, but the Mallard, Anas platyrhyncos, appeared relatively abruptly in the late Pleistocene.

Pliocene epoch Pleistocene epoch, characterized by repeated glacial periods about 40,000 years apart. Miocene epoch 
There were true frogs in the Jurassic Period. They evolve 20 times slower than mammals. 

Castor canadensis split off from Eurasian beavers about 7.5 mya. It coexisted with giant forms in the Pleistocene. 

Modern Ursus americanus appeared 2.3 mya from older forms back to 6 mya. (See raccoon) 

River otter, Lontra canadensis  

Odocoileus virginianus 

Brown bear (modern Ursus Arctos horribilis 0.5 mya.) 

Lynx or bobcat 

Lepus americanus 

Canis Lupus 

Alces alces 

Fisher, Martes pennanti (125,000 ya. 

Homo erectus appears. Use of crude stone tools. Likely first control of fire. 
Homo sapiens appears. Use of sophisticated stone tools. 

First unequivocal signs of art and symbolic thinking appear somewhere in this range. 


